PECONIC BAY Scavenger Hunt

While exploring the Peconic Bay Estuary in your group:

1. Find an interesting example for each item on the list below.
2. Use Instagram to photograph your example, and write a caption explaining why it grabs your attention.
3. Do a little research; then also add a fun fact.
4. Use #peconicbayscavengerhunt to post your entry.

Find:

Bird
Another animal _____________
Another animal _____________
(Aquatic) Wildlife regulation sign
Agriculture
Bay habitat
Bayscaping
Bicycle lane, path or route
Driveway with a pervious surface
Fishing or shellfish industry
Nice spot to take a break; hydrate and eat your snack
Public access point to the Bay
Rain garden
Recreational activity on the water, or near the water
Scenic view of the Bay, or a tributary
Septic system
Storm drain. Can you see or guess where the water ends up?

Stay with your group, be safe, and have FUN!
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